
Pigeon Aarakocra
At first they were overlooked and ignored, just another part of

life in a major city many citizens thought. At first these

Aarakocra were just like any other visitors traveling through

or looking for work, not worth a second thought or care in the

world. Over a small period of time there numbers grew

rapidly and it seemed to be hundreds of them in just a few

months. On rooftops, abandoned buildings, scavenging

materials and food these avians were here to stay and

couldn’t be overlooked now. Out of ignorance some were

quick to hurl slurs at them forbidding there kind from certain

streets, buildings or districts. Naturally gifted, talented fliers

that have a strong commitment to the flock those that take

the time to learn to live beside the Pigeon Aarakocra will

quickly learn of the potential each and every one of these

avians carries.

One Bird, Many Possibilities
Out in the world bards have told legendary stories of Pigeon

Aarakocra flying at high speeds to bring messages that have

saved lives able to out maneuver attacking griffons, ballista

fire and hazardous weather conditions. These stories make

for great entertainment but because of a pigeons diverse and

natural skills many of these stories have a element of truth to

them. Most Pigeon Aarakocra are aware most of their talents

come from there flock lineage making cross flock rivalry a

common practice between Pigeons but it will never turn

violent. Most pigeons are always on the lookout for things

that can be taken back to the flock either be food or materials

for a nest, if need be a pigeon will help another regardless of

the flock or nest he or she may be from.

Natural talents aside the Pigeon Aarakocra is highly

perceptive able to navigate using man made landmarks and

natural phenomena. This makes them excellent scouts,

rangers or even simple messengers if employed as one. From

the skies to the ground a Pigeon is always alert for danger,

resources that can be of use or a chance to find something

valuable to themselves or the flock.

Pigeon Aarakocra Traits
Ability Score Increase. Your Dexterity score increases by 2

and your Constitution score increases by 1

Age. Pigeon Aarakocra reach maturity by age 1 and

normally don't live longer than 30 years.

Alignment. Pigeons tend to no particular alignment. The

most peaceful to the highly chaotic are found among them.

Size. Piegon Aarakocra are about 5 feet tall. They have

thin, lightweight bodies that weigh between 80 and 100

pounds. Your size is Medium

Speed. Your base walking speed is 25 feet.

Flight. You have a flying speed of 60 feet. To use this speed,

you can’t be wearing medium or heavy armor.

Languages. You can speak, read, and write Common,

Aarakocra & Auran

Rock Dove Genetics. You are immune to disease and have

resistance to poison damage.

Avian Alertness. You have proficiency in the Survival and

Perception skills.

Aerial Mapping. You have proficiency with Cartographer

Tools. Additionally if you spend 1 minute flying 100ft or

higher over an area you can craft a perfect 100x100 foot map

from memory in the next 24 hours of the area.

Evasive Maneuvers. While in flight if you are hit by an

attack that uses an attack roll you may use your reaction to

roll 1D6 and subtract the result from the attack roll

potentially turning a hit into a miss. Regardless of the result

after you use this ability you cannot use Evasive Maneuvers

until after a short or long rest.
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